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Presentation Notes
Comments allow programmers to add information for people to a program. The compiler ignores and strips out all comments.



COMMENTS

• Comments contain information for people

• The compiler ignores comments

• // Comment begins and goes to the end of the line

• /* Comment continues until terminated (may span line) with */

• C++ does not have /** java doc comments */

One rule for comments:

There is only one strict rule all programmers agree on about comments: 
comments must make a program easier to understand.
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C++ supports two notations for adding comments to a program:// to the end of the line, which means that everything following the two slashes and continuing until a new line is started, is treated as a comment./* to */, which means everything enclosed between the opening /* and the closing */ is treated as a comment.There are no hard fast rules for where to place or what to include in a comment. There is just one important rule: comments should make it easier to understand a program. That also includes not adding comments in such a way that they make reading the code itself more difficult.



USING COMMENTS

• Use inline comments judiciously

• Add block comments above programs, functions or a sequence of complex 
statements

• Be careful with nested comments

• Keep lines a reasonable length – don’t just keep scrolling

// /* some comment that
spans some lines */

/* statement1;
statement2; /* begin comment */
statement3; */
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I like to put large, general comments at the beginning of main structures like functions or classes. That way, only small, minimal comments are needed inside of the structure. Too many comments inline or inside of the code can obscure the code, which is counterproductive. Be careful not to inadvertently nest or overlap the comments. This is especially important when mixing the two comment notations: In the first example, the two slashes hide the opening slash-star comment marker, leaving the closing marker unbalanced. In the second example, two comments overlap in such a way that the markers are again unbalanced. Finally, even though modern editors will allow you to write long comment lines, keep in mind that the scrolling needed to read those comments may make it difficult to read long comments.



COMMENTS AS A DEBUGGING TOOL

statement1;
statement2; // does something neat
statement3;
statement4;

/*statement1;
statement2; // does something neat
statement3;
statement4;*/
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Sometimes it’s convenient to temporarily remove or hide some of our code. For example, maybe you want to try something different in your code but you don’t want to get rid of the existing code in case the new code doesn’t work. Or, maybe some code is causing your program to crash; commenting out lines of code can help identify which statement is causing the error.If you are careful, it is possible to nest comments in such a way as to use them as a debugging tool – that is, to temporarily remove code. Commenting out code is easy if you only use the double-slash notation for inline comments and reserve the slash-star, star-slash notation for debugging. As illustrated in the slide, this kind of nesting does not introduce any additional syntax errors. And the removed code is easily restored later without having to rewrite it.



VISUAL STUDIO COMMENT “TRICK”

• Comment Out Code

• Highlight a block of code by dragging the left mouse button across the desired text

• Enter the key sequence Ctrl-K followed by Ctrl-C

• Restoring Commented Out Code

• Highlight the commented out code, including the comments

• Enter the key sequence Ctrl-K followed by Ctrl-U
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There is a useful “trick” available to Visual Studio users: To quickly comment out a block of code, highlight it and enter the two-key sequence Control-K, Control-C. You can remove comments just as easily: highlight the code, including the comments, and enter Control-K, Control-U.
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